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Suggested F2F Programme 

Disability Awareness Badge 

5 mins   Welcome / Promise 

5 mins  Game – ‘Cheer Squad’ In Booklet                                                                                        

5 mins  Intro Disability Awareness Badge – The person leading should ask if  
   anyone can describe what ‘disability’ means. The person leading should 
   explain that sensory impairments are one type of disability. Everyone  
   should try and name the five senses. The person leading should explain 
   that a hearing impairment is when people do not hear well or at  
   all. Everyone should try and think of some ways people with hearing  
   impairments may communicate. Think about visual methods of        
   communicating, such as sign language, lip reading or writing. 

10 mins  Game ’Emoji Charades’ (Play a game without using sound) — Split into 
   2 teams. The teams should sit opposite each other with enough space 
   in the middle for 2 people to act at once. Put a pile of emoji cards face 
   down in the middle. The first person in the team should take a card  
   each from the pile and mime the emoji to their team without making  
   any noise. When someone in the team wants to guess they should do a 
   thumbs up. When the actor points to them, they should say the answer. 
   Once the team has guessed correctly, the next player should take a  
   turn. The winner is the team that's guessed the most correctly. 

15 mins  Game ‘Chair Football’ (Play a game were you can only sit down) — Set 
   up an area of a football pitch, establish boundaries and the goals. Split 
   the group into 2 teams. Explain that they’ll be playing football sitting  
   down and allow both teams a chance to discuss tactics. Everyone  
   should take a chair, pick a spot and sit somewhere on the pitch, keeping 
   at least 1m away from others. The person leading should be referee.  
   Players should only touch the ball with legs or feet and must remain I  
   their chairs. Players can stretch but must remain in their seats. Players 
   should be given a time out if they leave their chairs, kick the ball into  
   the air or kick an opposing player or chair. The winner is the team that 
   scores most goals. 

10 mins  Finishing Activity—’Letter Game’ In Booklet. 

5 mins  Recap & introduce next week                                                                                       

Total 50 mins 
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Suggested F2F Programme 

Disability Awareness Badge 

Resources 

 

 

 Emoji Cards—https://prod-

cms.scouts.org.uk/media/2471/

emoji-cards.pdf 

 Football 

 Chairs 
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